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IVINGHOE OLD SCHOOL COMMUNITY HUB:  

TRUSTEES MEETING held online via Google Meet:  

1
st
 February 2021 at 10.30am 

 

 

 

   
    

 

PRESENT: Carol Tarrant   Bob Corn 

  Russell Eyre   Sylvia Simmonds 

 

APOLOGIES: John Wallis – an optician’s appointment! 
 

1.0 Previous Minutes – agreed as a full and accurate record – Bob to send a copy to Sylvia, with these notes. 
 

2.0 Financial Update – Bob reported that as of this date, we hold £32,424.32p at the bank (which reflects the 

several Covid-19 Grants received – since the previous meeting, Bob has claimed and the Hub has received 

£1,334 in November 2020, and the apparently ‘standard’ grants of £810, £4,000, £858 and £2,001 in 

January 2021), and we are owed £25.00 for December 2020 hirings by the Guides. An amount of £67.90p 

has been retrieved from the Donations Box for second hand books - £7.56p has been spent on cleaning 

materials, £10.34p is held as ‘petty cash’, and £50.00p has been banked (included in the ‘at bank’ figure 

above). 
 

3.0 Building Matters: Noted that in these Covid-19 Restricted Times, Bob is pursuing some matters as 

‘essential work’ and thus continues with them, other matters are ‘non-essential’ and thus they are on hold: 

3.1 Roof  - Essential Work – Bob has arranged to meet a roofer on 4
th
 February to put in hand the 

replacement and repair of several roof tiles which have slipped (note that at the time of writing 

these notes, the roofer had delayed the site meeting due to pressure of other work after a storm – 

revised date awaited) 

3.2 Kitchen Floor – Essential Work – Bob has arranged to meet a flooring specialist on 4
th
 February 

to repair/replace the cracked and damaged kitchen floor surfacing (note that this meeting was also 

delayed due to a medical problem on the part of the flooring specialist – since held on 8
th
 

February, a quote is promised for 12
th
 February). 

3.3 Black Out Blinds in Hall – Non-essential work, currently in abeyance. 

3.4 Shelving for Second Hand Books in Cloakroom – Non-essential work – a proposal to tidy up the 

Book display, also to make them mobile so that the space can be used flexibly – Bob to enquire 

online for mobile book shelves.  

3.5 I.T. Room Storage – Non-essential work, currently in abeyance. 

3.6 Door Frame and Skirting repair in the ‘Staff Room’, and the damaged window frame in the Main 

Hall, has been completed by the tradesman – painting required by volunteers – Carol offered to do 

this in a ‘Covid-19 Safe’ manner when she is able. 

3.7 Noted that Karen Bailey continues to work to provide ‘Covid-19 Safe’ cleaning for us, for which 

the Trustees are very grateful – she invoices for her work every four weeks. 
 

4.0 Refuse Collection in Fence Bins – also minor contre-temps with the Parish Council: After discussion, 

the meeting agreed that Bob should approach Karen Bailey as to her increasing her invoicing to include 

emptying our two Fence Refuse Bins twice a week – this has become problematic since the Café is now 

able to only serve ‘take-away’ food and drink, resulting in the disposal of the packaging into our Bins! 

(note that Karen has agreed to carry out the task, and will invoice for an extra one hour per week on her 

invoices). As to the Parish Council – Bob had been approached by the Parish Clerk to ask if the Parish 

Council could place a large refuse bin within the Hub’s curtilage; Bob had declined since he didn’t feel 

that the Hub should be regarded as the recipient of village waste, also that a bin which might at times be 

overfull and thus a health hazard, and be unattractive for village folk coming to enjoy our space, the café, 

etc. Much to Bob’s surprise, the Parish Bin appeared behind the Old School Toilet Block – he 

immediately asked for it to be removed, and it was so removed! 
 

5.0 Future Bookings – Due to uncertainty caused by the Covid-19 crisis over the use of Community Spaces, 

we currently have no bookings until May 2021, wherein we have three (note that one of these bookings 

has since been delayed until July!). 



  

6.0 Volunteer Crisis: Carol reported that she and Bob had attended an online ‘Trustees and Volunteer 

Organisation Discussion’ meeting with Community Impact Bucks (CIB) in late January 2021,and had 

gained one or two contacts within the CIB Group who may be able to help – either with advice or putting 

volunteers in touch with us – she will pursue. She had received an email from a lady who is moving into 

Ivinghoe from Aldbury, and has had communications with her as allowed currently – not yet actually met, 

but this will be arranged. All Trustees to continue with seeking volunteers as this becomes more possible 

as Covid-19 Restrictions are eased – our contact being Carol either on her personal email: 

carolrtarrant@gmail.com, or her personal landline 01296-662267. 
 

Russ suggested that we should hold a free ‘Open Evening with Barbeque’ just as soon as we are able, 

inviting all interested folk along – either as potential Hirers, Volunteers or Trustees – everyone agreed 

with enthusiasm – to be arranged as soon as we are able. 
 

7.0 WhatsApp-ening in Ivinghoe Update – Carol reported that, as noted at our last meeting, this Mutual Aid 

Group maintains an important support group in the village, particularly important in this third lockdown – 

using the Hub’s telephone number as a central call point, this being accessed by Bob for any messages. 

Carol noted also that the ‘Community Board Liaison Officer for Wing and Ivinghoe’ (Katrina Kelly) had 

been in touch with her, offering support to the WhatsApp Group – she apparently has support packs 

available for vulnerable folk – although the support packs have yet to materialise. 
 

8.0 Any Other Business – Trustees agreed that we should keep an eye on Covid-19 Restrictions being lifted, 

to think in terms of the Hub village events – Spring, Summer and Christmas Markets, and the Autumn 

Flower, Fruit and Vegetable Show – and how we might make them even more attractive to village folk!  
  

9.0 NEXT MEETING: 
 

Trustees Meeting to be held on 27
th

 April 2021 at 2.30pm – likely online - although in these Covid-19 

fluid times, further ad-hoc meetings may be necessary, or perhaps this date may change! 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


